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Fitness for Duty: Managing Fatigue and Safety

in 24/7 Operational Settings

Executive Summary

Human operators are physiologically challenged by the 24/7 demand to meet modem

society's requirements and expectations. The need for 24/7 operations has created known safety

risks related to fatigue, sleep and circadian disruption. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) has proposed a rule that includes work hour limits, education, and fatigue assessment to

manage fatigue-related risks in the nuclear generating electric industry. This document addresses

three aspects of the proposed NRC rule and provides some recommendations to enhance the final

proposed rule.

First, the challenge of managing fatigue in 24/7 operational settings is examined from a

larger context. Understanding the physiological factors that underlie fatigue, the complexity of

multiple factors that create challenges for change, and the role of policies and scientific data to

effectively manage fatigue are important perspectives when considering the proposed NRC rule.

Second, a scientific examination of two specific aspects of the proposed NRC rule is

undertaken. The issue of proposed recovery breaks (i.e., 24 hrs off in 7 days and 48 hrs off in 14

days) is evaluated from the physiological perspective related to acute sleep loss and recovery

from a cumulative sleep debt. The scientific analysis indicates that in its current form, the

concept is applied arbitrarily and in an artificial manner. Though a valid concept, its application

would be enhanced through a more refined approach. The issue of using collective group

averages also was examined and determined that this approach should be eliminated because it

obscures the potential fatigue-related risks represented by individual operators.

Third, there is a brief discussion of the education and fatigue assessment elements of the

NRC proposal. Enhancements are suggested that will increase the effectiveness of these

activities in the final implementation.

The NRC is commended for acknowledging the complexity of the issues under

consideration, seeking to create a scientifically based rule, and proposing activities to effectively

manage fatigue in the 24/7 operations of the nuclear generating electric industry.
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Mark R. Rosekind, Ph.D.

President and Chief Scientist

Alertness Solutions

Introduction

Modem society functions 24 hours a day and 7 days a week, and meeting this 24/7

demand creates significant physiological challenges for the human operators responsible for

maintaining safe and effective operations. A variety of approaches are used to minimize the

known fatigue-related safety risks associated with 24/7 operations and are intended to optimize

individual operators' fitness for duty. It is in this context that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) has proposed a new rule to manage fatigue through duty hour limits and

other complementary activities [1]. There are three specific aspects of the proposed NRC rule

that will be addressed in this document, all relevant to managing fatigue and safety risks in 24/7

operational settings such as the nuclear generating electric industry.

First, the context and challenges of 24/7 operations will be considered. This includes

understanding the physiological factors that underlie fatigue and how they create safety,

performance, and alertness risks. One critical tool to manage fatigue involves the use of

regulatory duty hour policies that set limits for duty and rest. Another tool is the extensive and

relevant scientific literature that exists regarding sleep and circadian rhythms and that can be

used to guide the specifics of these policy structures. Both the policy structure and the scientific

findings are necessary but not sufficient to fully address the complexity of managing fatigue

risks in 24/7 operations. Efforts to effectively address fatigue in around-the-clock operations

must acknowledge the inherent complexities and utilize a comprehensive approach to address

multiple factors.

Second, the proposed NRC rule represents significant and important progress as a model

for addressing fatigue-related fitness for duty issues in around-the-clock work settings. Two

specific issues included in the proposed NRC rule will be examined in an attempt to further
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enhance its scientific foundation and operational effectiveness to manage fatigue. These two

issues are: 1) cumulative sleep debt recovery opportunity related to 24 hrs off in 7 days or 48 hrs

off in 14 days and 2) the use of group averages for work hour limits.

Third, the proposed NRC rule includes some innovative approaches to education and

fatigue assessment. These two areas will be discussed to identify ways that could enhance their

effectiveness in optimizing operator fitness for duty.

Overall, the NRC is to be commended for extensive and excellent efforts to acknowledge

the importance of managing fatigue, incorporating a scientifically based approach into the

proposed rule, and extending beyond duty hour limits to include education and fatigue

assessment. The comments provided in this document' are intended to strengthen the NRC

proposal further by elaborating relevant scientific findings and considering the translation of

those findings into operational implementation that will effectively optimize operators'

fitness for duty.

I. The context and challenges of 24/7 operations

Modem society has evolved to demand 2417 operations in many diverse areas, ranging

from vital services to conveniences. For example, it is expected that transportation services will

be provided around-the-clock, moving people and goods, through the air, on highways, and on

the water. Healthcare services can be accessed at any time of the day or night and individuals

expect that public safety (law enforcement, fire fighting, and emergency medical services) will

respond to needs whenever required. Information technology, the global economy,

communications, military operations and energy needs are all provided on a 24/7 basis. This

includes the nuclear generating electric industry and the vital energy it provides to power critical

activities in society.

This 24/7 societal demand creates significant, and well-documented, challenges to human

physiology, especially regarding sleep and circadian rhythms. Humans are biologically designed

to sleep at night and be active during the day: physiological programming that is in direct

'Some concepts and information provided here were drawn from Managing Safety, Alertness
and Performance through Federal Hours of Service Regulations: Opportunities and
Challenges [2].
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opposition to a 24/7 society [3]. An extensive scientific literature clearly shows that sleep and

circadian disruption degrade alertness and performance, leading to increased errors, incidents,

and accidents.

a. Physiological factors that underlie fatigue

While there are a variety of complex factors that can affect fatigue, two primary

physiological systems that have been scientifically demonstrated to affect alertness, performance

and safety will be discussed: 1) sleep (specifically, acute sleep loss and cumulative sleep debt),

and 2) circadian rhythms (time of day effects on sleep, alertness and performance). These two

physiological systems interact and regulate the amount of sleep and sleep loss - the most

relevant factors for the present discussion regarding the proposed NRC rule. Information is

provided for these two systems as a scientific foundation for the discussion of the NRC proposed

rule. However, other factors, such as continuous hours of wakefulness and sleep disorders, can

also contribute to sleep loss and should not be ignored for their roles in creating fatigue.

i. Sleep: acute sleep loss and cumulative sleep debt. Generally, the scientific literature has

shown that adult humans need "around" 8 hrs of sleep per day to provide consistent optimal

waking alertness and performance [4]. However, there is often a discrepancy between the

amounts of sleep that individuals obtain versus what they physiologically require, with the

tendency for people to sleep less than needed [5]. Therefore, individuals who chronically obtain

less than sufficient sleep may not be able to adequately determine their sleep need that provides

optimal waking function. Also, while there is a range of individual sleep requirements, the

average is around 8 hrs [6].

When an individual obtains less than sufficient sleep, it can significantly reduce alertness

and performance. There are two general ways in which sleep loss is characterized: acute sleep loss

and cumulative sleep debt. Acute sleep loss usually refers to the amount of sleep obtained in a 24

hr period that is less than an individual's required amount. Therefore, an individual with an 8 hr

sleep need who only sleeps 5 hrs has an acute sleep loss of 3 hrs. The amount of acute sleep loss

will affect subsequent alertness and performance during the following period of wakefulness.

Generally, obtaining 2 hrs less sleep than an individual needs will result in statistically

significant alertness and performance decrements and the scientific literature indicates that such
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reductions are associated with "significant performance impairment" [7]. Controlled laboratory

studies have shown that these performance decrements are comparable to performance levels

when ingesting alcohol. For example, in one study, 2 hrs of sleep loss resulted in reduced

performance that was equivalent to a .045% alcohol level (BrEC) [8]. Four hours of sleep loss

showed an equivalent performance reduction to a .095% alcohol level (BrEC) [8]. In general, it

has been found that the greater amount of acute sleep loss, the greater the decrease in alertness

and performance [7, 9, 10].

There is an ongoing debate about the amount of "core" sleep that is needed to maintain a

basic or acceptable level of performance and the average individual requirement (i.e., is it 7.5 to

8 hrs or 7.5 hrs or 7 to 8 hrs?). However, from a policy perspective, when individual sleep need

cannot be systematically established, general averages are the most practical to use. Even with

this perspective, it is clear that providing an 8 hr sleep opportunity is sufficient for an average 7.5

hr sleeper but it will result in sleep deprivation for an individual who needs 8.5 hrs of sleep.

"One size" policies will not fit all, due to individual differences related to sleep need.

When translating this physiological sleep requirement into operational practices or

regulatory policies, it is critical to consider an appropriate length of time to allow an 8 hr sleep

period. In most cases, this is reflected in a minimum "off-duty" rest or break period. However,

the off-duty "rest" period should include time for both an 8 hr sleep opportunity and time for

other needs (e.g., personal). Therefore, an 8 hr off-duty period is not sufficient to provide an 8 hr

sleep opportunity and will result in an acute sleep loss. This is the physiological basis for
providing an off-duty rest period that is longer than 8 hrs. The NRC rule that provides a break or
off-duty rest of 10 hrs is a critical and significant element that directly addresses this issue. The

10 hr break or off-duty period provides an opportunity for an 8 hr sleep period and other

"awake" off-duty time to attend to other needs. This should provide a sufficient sleep

opportunity to meet an individual's sleep requirement and minimize or eliminate any acute sleep

loss. Obviously, when the break period provides even more time off, such as 12 or 16 hrs of off-

duty time, this creates an even greater buffer to minimize or eliminate any acute sleep loss.

Therefore, acute sleep loss can be eliminated or significantly minimized by providing a sleep

opportunity that is sufficient for a person to meet their individual sleep need on a daily basis.
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When an individual loses sleep over time, the acute sleep loss builds into a cumulative

sleep debt. For example, an individual that obtains 2 hrs less sleep than the individual requires

over four consecutive nights will accumulate a sleep debt of 8 hrs, equivalent to a full night of

sleep loss. As indicated above, 2 hrs of acute sleep loss is the level that can create significant

performance decrements. Additionally, the accumulated sleep debt over several days will further

contribute to significantly degraded alertness [7, 9]

Parallel decrements also occur in objective performance. Recent studies of chronic partial

sleep deprivation have systematically examined the effects of different levels of sleep loss on

performance [11, 12]. The results clearly show that as an individual's sleep amount decreases

and their sleep debt increases over time, there are significant reductions in performance. These

changes appear to be "dose dependent," that is, the greater the sleep loss the more significant the

reduction in performance.

From an operational and regulatory perspective, a cumulative sleep debt is typically

addressed by a recovery opportunity that is determined by the number of hours worked or

consecutive days worked. The recovery "time off" is intended to "zero out" any accumulated

sleep debt. Generally, scientific studies have shown that two sleep periods can erase a cumulative

sleep debt and return an individual to usual baseline levels of alertness and performance [10, 12,

13]. A low cumulative sleep debt may be "zeroed" by only one period of recovery sleep, while a

high sleep debt may need more than two sleep periods to be resolved [10, 14].

Managing both acute sleep loss and cumulative sleep debt should be core elements of any

scheduling or regulatory policy that addresses fatigue-related fitness for duty issues.

ii. Circadian rhythms: time of day effects on sleep, alertness and performance. Another

core physiological factor that underlies fatigue is related to the internal circadian clock. This

clock, located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, regulates internal rhythms of

biological functions, alertness, performance, and mood on an approximately 24-hr cycle [15].

The circadian clock provides the basic programming for humans to be awake and active during

the day and to sleep at night. On a 24-hr basis, the circadian clock controls programmed peiodo

of sleepiness and alertness. For example, the "low point" of the circadian clock occurs at about 3

to 5 am when the lowest levels of alertness, performance, temperature, activity and others occur.

Recently, studies have shown that the performance reductions associated with this circadian low
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can extend later into the morning, until perhaps 7 or 8 am [16-18]. There are a variety of

scientific studies that demonstrate that this period represents a window of vulnerability for

performance decrements. Another reduction in alertness occurs around 3 to 5 pm. Though less

severe than the reductions during the night, there is a consistent drop in alertness during the late

afternoon [7, 9]. The circadian clock also programs windows for alertness that are sometimes

referred to as "wake maintenance zones" [19-20].

This physiological, circadian fatigue factor is expressed in data collected in an extensive

number of diverse work settings. For example, a recent review of incident risk associated with

different shift schedules found that in relation to the morning shift, relative risk increased 18%

on the afternoon shift and by 30% on the night shift [21].

The programming associated with the circadian clock contributes to fatigue in a variety

of ways. An individual working through the night does so in contradiction to natural biological

programming. Similarly, day sleep involves opposing the underlying program of the circadian

clock. Therefore, time of day (circadian factors) will affect alertness, performance and quantity

and quality of sleep. Schedules can disrupt the circadian clock by day to night variability,

changing start times, non-24 hr cycles, time zone changes and more.

Circadian rhythms are extremely complex and many facets are not being addressed in this

very brief introduction. There is a tremendous amount of scientific knowledge regarding

circadian rhythms, such as the effects of -light on circadian phase, non-adjustment to night work,

the role of melatonin secretion for timing of the clock, identifying circadian phase, and much

more. Generally, it is this circadian complexity that has impeded efforts to incorporate circadian

considerations into regulatory structures. One effort to address circadian issues is reflected in the

United Kingdom's Civil Aviation Authority's regulations regarding flight, duty, and rest

limitations [22].

Circadian rhythms represent one of the core physiological factors that can underlie

fatigue. It is critical to acknowledge that societal demands for 24/7 operations in many vital

services represent an inherent conflict with human physiological design. Also, while there are

efforts to facilitate adjustment of the circadian clock for night work or in jet lag situations, there

are many circumstances where these strategies may be ineffective, impractical or actually worsen

the outcomes. Therefore, there is no known method to eliminate the performance and alertness
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decrements associated with the window of circadian low that can be applied to the diversity of

operational situations that involve night work or irregular schedules. This includes regulatory

policy that cannot control the biological programming of the circadian clock or its low point.

However, informed scheduling practices that acknowledge circadian principles can provide

greater stability and predictability and be beneficial in managing circadian factors in

24/7 operations.

There are significant challenges posed by incorporating physiological knowledge on

sleep requirements and hours of continuous wakefulness into Federal policies that address

fatigue. Attempts to integrate, or even reflect, circadian considerations in scheduling and

regulatory policies are an even more daunting exercise compared to addressing the sleep and

wakefulness issues.

b. Addressing the complexity inherent in 24/7 operations

There are a variety of operational, physiological, and many other factors that are relevant

to managing fatigue in operational settings. For example, five such factors include: 1) diverse

operational requirements, 2) individual differences, 3) complex sleep and circadian physiology,

4) history, and 5) economics. A brief consideration of each factor provides a context for

understanding the complexity of this issue.

i. Diverse operational requirements. In the nuclear generating electric industry there are

diverse operational requirements. Clearly, there can be some general patterns and practical

matters that affect and can create similarities, but the diversity of operations remains significant.

Therefore, a regulatory concept or approach that involves an entirely ruled-based structure will

not be able to encompass this diversity and cannot account for every possibility, operation or

exception. In fact, care must be exercised in any regulatory concept to include appropriate

flexibility, and to incorporate a performance or outcome based goal that reflects the diverse

operational requirements.

ii. Individual differences. Another factor is that there are tremendous individual

differences among the operators in the nuclear generating electric industry. Individuals differ

according to age, gender, job experience, sleep needs, health status, employers, marital and

family status, safety records, attitudes, and more. How each one of these factors affects their
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individual response and management of fatigue in their professional life is extremely difficult to

know and certainly has not been extensively quantified. This is especially relevant in regard to

interactions among these factors. Again, any regulatory concept or approach that attempts to

limit the options available to address these core issues is unlikely to cover every variation.

iii. Complex sleep and circadian physiology. There is an extensive and significant

scientific literature that exists describing the current state of knowledge about sleep and circadian

rhythms and it clearly demonstrates that these physiological factors are complex. Also, there are

almost 90 different sleep disorders that have been described, can be diagnosed, and a variety of

treatments exist for these disorders. These sleep disorders can degrade alertness and

performance, create safety risks, and predispose individuals to further impairment from the

effects of sleep loss and circadian disruption. The scientific knowledge related to the interaction

of sleep and circadian processes continues to evolve and further demonstrates the complexity of

how these physiological factors will affect performance, alertness and safety in operations. It is

also important to recognize that there is a scientific literature examining sleep and circadian

rhythms in operational settings. These studies have evaluated a range of issues and in different

work environments.

iv. History. Another challenging factor is history. While operations evolve over time,

there are usually historical roots that underlie modem practices. Sometimes it can be difficult to

change longstanding policies and practices that an operational environment considers well tested

and understood. Classically, these practices are viewed as having proven their utility and value

over time and there can be significant resistance to change. However, beyond a natural tendency

to resist change, departing from established practices also can introduce risk by imposing new

and untried methods. This is especially true when there are unknowns that could affect a variety

of areas that accompany the change. Also, from a regulatory perspective, it can take decades

before actual change occurs. When a new approach is implemented, it has the potential to be in

place for a long time before further revisions might be considered. This adds to the resistance

regarding change and an interest in having the "perfect" solution because of the time that the

"new" structure might be in place before it is examined or altered. Therefore, when overall

performance and safety is acceptable, then it is prudent for a regulatory approach to rely on

historical precedent and to be conservative in the application of new and untried methods.

; .

i! ,
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v. Economics. The varied economic issues associated with Federal policies regarding

duty hours and fitness for duty represent another significant challenge. While presented in the

context of safety, regulatory issues become contentious when considering how they affect

diverse economic factors. Whether it is a corporate issue about the cost of running operations or

operators' issues about their livelihood and ability to support themselves and family, varied

perspectives demonstrate that the economics touch corporate viability and individual quality of

life. Cost/benefit analyses provide some context for these issues but may not fully address the

corporate, individual or public safety concerns that can be affected by the economic

considerations. It is critical that these economic factors be weighed explicitly; otherwise, they

can affect outcomes without being fully acknowledged. In actual, real-world applications, these

economic factors often are not quantified or followed.

c. Federal duty hour policies: necessary but not sufficient

Just one straightforward example is needed to highlight the limitations of relying solely

on a duty hour policy approach (whether Federal or organizational) to address fatigue.

Regulations can be used to require an off-duty period and it could even require a specific sleep

opportunity within this off-duty period (though this is often not explicitly identified). However,

no regulation can control physiological sleep. Whether an individual chooses not to sleep (e.g.,

by engaging in other activities) or is affected by the myriad of factors that can disturb sleep (e.g.,

sleep disorder, illness, anxiety, environmental factors and many more), a duty hour regulation

cannot control sleep physiology (i.e., quantity and quality of sleep). In fact, while individuals can

"force" themselves to stay awake (for a limited time), it is not possible to "force" them to sleep.

Sleep by regulatory demand is not a viable or realistic expectation of any work hour policy or

structure. Therefore, a regulatory duty hour approach will never be sufficient to ensure sleep or

fully address the complex nature of managing multiple fatigue factors. Though a duty hour

approach cannot fully address fatigue factors, it is essential to provide a reasonable assurance

that the risk of fatigue related events are being managed.

However, this example also highlights why duty hour policies are necessary and have a

central role in managing fatigue. Without a required and appropriate length off-duty period, that
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allows a reasonable sleep opportunity, the entire issue of obtaining adequate sleep to maintain

performance and alertness becomes irrelevant.

While Federal duty hour policies provide a critical and central structure for managing

fatigue, there also should be consideration of the need to respond to unforeseen circumstances

and operational flexibility. The policies must be enacted in real-world situations that are affected

by diverse unplanned and uncontrolled circumstances. Therefore, within the established

structure, mechanisms to provide operational flexibility to manage these events makes a

regulatory scheme even more realistic and effective.

The position that an entirely ruled-based structure cannot address the diverse operational

requirements or individual differences, is not intended to suggest that simply increasing the

number of "rules" will be any more useful. Multiple policy "rules" also may be ineffective when

trying to determine which specific areas to address. Furthermore, creating more complex rules

may not be effective in managing the complexity of situations they are intended to address.

d. Scientific guidance for duty hour policies: necessary but not sufficient

There is a tremendous amount of significant scientific research that can be extremely

informative and helpful in guiding operational decision-making (e.g., scheduling) and providing

input to regulatory efforts to manage fatigue. However, there are limitations to the scientific data

available that should be fully acknowledged. There are no studies that address every operational

variation that exists within any work setting. Once again, the complexity of the physiology and

the diversity of operations limit the availability of relevant or appropriate scientific research.

Even where data exist, they may not fully address the specific operational or regulatory issue

under consideration. Given the physiological complexities associated with sleep and circadian

rhythms, a regulatory approach or structure that relies on scientific findings for justification of

each element will struggle with the data that are available to be fully supported. For example,

while there is a large and consistent database of findings on sleep need and the effects of sleep

loss on performance and alertness, there are no solid data to address cumulative work hours on a

long-term basis, such as over a month or year. Therefore, it can be more straightforward and

scientifically based to establish specific requirements for daily or short-term off-duty periods,

and more difficult to identify a solid, scientifically based monthly or annual duty hour limitation.
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While some policies may include such limitations, they are not based on scientific data. Also,

when attempting to incorporate data into a policy position, there may be conflicting findings and

it becomes necessary to understand what might be causing these differences (e.g., different

methods, measures, populations, statistics).

By acknowledging and incorporating solid, relevant scientific data into policies, there is

the opportunity to establish an objective, neutral scientific foundation. From this perspective,

integrating scientific guidance into duty hour policies is necessary but will not be sufficient to

address the diverse and specific limitations that are reflected in Federal and organizational

policies or in actual operations.

e. The complexity requires a comprehensive approach

These brief examples related to diverse operational requirements, individual differences,

sleep and circadian physiology, history, economics and the necessary but not sufficient role of

federal policies and scientific data demonstrate the complexity of managing fatigue in 24/7

operational settings. Conceptually, it is unrealistic to expect that only one approach can fully or

effectively address even the majority of all these complex factors. In fact, given human

physiological design (i.e., the need for sleep and circadian rhythms) it is unclear how fatigue can

be, or even expected to be, eliminated from around-the-clock activities. However, an approach

that acknowledges the complexity and physiological realities can provide an opportunity to

reduce fatigue-related risks. Using a comprehensive, programmatic approach provides a context

for addressing the complexity and provides a risk management strategy that can be tailored for

diverse issues. For example, a comprehensive fatigue management approach that includes

education, alertness strategies, scheduling and duty/rest policies, healthy sleep (e.g., identifying

sleep disorders such as sleep apnea), a scientific foundation, and supporting policies provides

many more opportunities to address the complex issues that have been identified (See

section I.b) [231.

Recommending a comprehensive fatigue management approach should not be construed

to suggest or interpreted to indicate that the need or role for Federal duty hour policies should be

minimized or eliminated. A comprehensive fatigue management approach does not support this

view in any way. Federal duty hour policies have a critical, even central, role in this
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comprehensive approach. However, in this context, these regulations are not considered the single

solution to addressing fatigue. Rather, they provide a vital and core structure that addresses some

essential elements of managing fatigue. When complemented by other components, such as

education, alertness strategies, healthy sleep, etc., there is an opportunity to minimize fatigue-

related risks with a more comprehensive approach that acknowledges the inherent complexity of

this safety issue. The importance and central role of Federal duty hour policies must be fully

acknowledged, as well as the obvious and critical limitations of the approach.

II. Examining two issues in the proposed NRC rule

First, it must be acknowledged that the proposed NRC rule represents significant progress

in addressing fitness for duty and managing fatigue-related risks in a 24/7 operational setting. It

is beyond the scope of this document to identify and discuss each of the elements in the proposed

rule, whether to acknowledge strengths or suggest areas for further consideration. Instead, two

specific issues in the proposed NRC rule will be examined in an attempt to enhance their

scientific foundation and operational effectiveness to manage fatigue. These two issues are: a)

cumulative sleep debt recovery opportunity related to 24 hrs off in 7 days or 48 hrs off in 14 days

and b) the use of group averages for work hour limits [26.199(d)(2)(ii) and (iii) and (f)].

a. Cumulative sleep debt recovery opportunity

i. Acute sleep loss and cumulative sleep debt. As previously discussed, there are two

elements of sleep loss that are critical to address in any duty hour policy: acute sleep loss and

cumulative sleep debt. These have both been described earlier in Section I.a.i. While many duty

hour policies will emphasize specifics of the duty length (i.e., actual work hours), the amount of

sleep prior to the duty period is a critical predictor of subsequent performance and alertness.

Therefore, obtaining sufficient sleep, and eliminating or minimizing any acute sleep loss, is

crucial to maintaining optimal performance and alertness during the following duty period. This

is the core principle that drives policies that "provide for breaks that are sufficient length to allow

an individual to obtain restorative rest" (p. 50589 of [1]). The NRC proposed rule addresses this

by requiring a 10-hour break between successive work periods.
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As previously discussed, this 10-hour break provides an 8 hr sleep opportunity and time

for other personal needs ("daily living obligations"). This 8 hr sleep opportunity should be

adequate for an individual to meet their daily sleep requirement and not create any acute sleep

loss. By definition, if there is no acute sleep loss, there will be no cumulative sleep debt. This has

been clearly demonstrated in an elegantly controlled laboratory study of chronic sleep restriction

and total sleep deprivation [24]. This study involved chronic sleep restriction at three doses (4 hr,

6 hr or 8 hr time in bed) for 14 consecutive days. This important study is often cited for its

significant contributions to demonstrating the effects of chronic sleep restriction. However, the

results also clearly showed that the group with 8 hrs time in bed showed no statistically

significant changes in performance over the 14 consecutive day period. Eliminating acute sleep

loss resulted in no cumulative sleep debt and in consistent performance across 14 consecutive

days. The data clearly demonstrated that sleep restriction (i.e., 4 or 6 hr time in bed) resulted in a

cumulative sleep debt over time and significantly reduced performance, while obtaining adequate

sleep (no acute sleep loss, no cumulative sleep debt) resulted in consistent performance over a

14-day period.

It should be noted that in circumstances where there is a break or off-duty period longer

than 10 hrs, then there is even more time and flexibility for obtaining an 8 hr sleep opportunity

and attending to daily living obligations.

ii. Work hour limits provide further sleep loss protection. The proposed NRC rule also

includes work hour limitations as follows: up to 16 hrs in any 24-hour period, 26 hours in a 48-

hour period and 72 hours in a 7-day period [(26.199(d)(1)]. These work hour limits create further

protection against acute sleep loss and cumulative sleep debt by creating scheduling scenarios

that will both limit work hours and enforce sufficiently long break periods to obtain

adequate sleep.

For example, applying the maximum work hours permitted in the proposed NRC rules

could create the work/rest pattern portrayed in Schedule A.
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Schedule A.

Note that the maximum work day is followed by the minimum break time for only one day,

when the 26 hour limit restricts the second day to 10 hours work time and a 12 hour break

period. This cycle is repeated only one more time when after the fifth day, there would only be 4

hrs of work time before reaching the maximum of 72 hrs. This could be followed by a 42 hr

break or off-duty period.

While Schedule A maximizes the limits, it may not be feasible to have a 4 hr work period

on the last day. Therefore, Schedule B shows an example of maximizing work limits for 4 days,

followed by two 10 hr workdays.

Schedule B.

Note that this schedule would involve a 6 consecutive day work schedule that could be followed

by a 34 hr break or off-duty period.

While it is an interesting exercise to "-max out" the work hour limits, the more common

schedules that cover 24/7 operations in the nuclear generating electric industry involve 8 hr or 12

hr work shifts [25]. Schedule C is an example of six 12 hr workdays, that reaches the maximum

72 work hour limit. This schedule provides a daily 12 hr break and at the end of the 72 work

hours could result in a 36 hr break or off-duty period.

Schedule C.

MIII E LRI.OR M MilM
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All of these schedules provide a minimum 10 hr break between work periods, and in some

schedules longer break periods. Also, due to the work limits, these schedules create a minimum of

24 hrs off after consecutive workdays and up to a potential 42 hr recovery opportunity.

As continually noted, the complexity and diversity of schedules presents an important

caveat. Any variation in these schedules that might include night work, day sleep or differing

lengths of work periods could alter their potential effects on individual operators. One example is

that by ending the consecutive work days with a night shift could reduce the off-duty period to

24 hrs rather than the longer periods portrayed.

iii. Cumulative sleep debt recovery: proposed 24 hrs off in 7 days and 48 hrs off in 14

days. The proposed NRC rule [26.199(d)(2)] extends beyond the minimum daily 10 hr break

between successive work periods to provide 24 hrs off in any 7-day period and 48 hrs off in any

14-day period. These breaks or off-duty periods are intended to provide opportunities to recover

from any cumulative sleep debt from the preceding consecutive work periods. However, as

demonstrated in the previous sections, the 10 hr break should be adequate to obtain sufficient

sleep and eliminate or minimize any potential acute sleep loss. By definition, there should be no

cumulative sleep debt and no need for a recovery opportunity. As previously explained, this was

very clearly demonstrated by the study that showed 8 hrs time in bed resulted in no cumulative

sleep debt and no significant change in performance over a 14 day period [24].

As demonstrated by the potential maximum schedules and example variations portrayed

in the previous section, it is clear that the work hour limits provide further protection. In

summary, these example schedules, even when "maxed out," provide a 10 hr break period or

greater after individual work periods and at the end of the consecutive workdays, there is a

minimum 24 hr off-duty break, that potentially can be up to a 42 hr break.

Therefore, artificially requiring a 24 hr break every 7 days or a 48 hr break every 14 days

is completely arbitrary and there is no scientific justification to support these specific numbers.

In fact, they are contrary to: 1) scientific data showing that by eliminating acute sleep loss, there

is no 'build up' of a cumulative sleep debt and no need for a recovery period; 2) the schedules

portrayed, which provide enough recovery and sufficient sleep opportunities; and 3) the

conceptual rationale and effectiveness of the 10 hr break and work hour limits included in the

proposed NRC rule [26.199(d)(2)(i)].

i
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Two examples, one schedule and one policy, further illustrate the artificial nature of these

proposed breaks. Schedule D portrays a 7 consecutive day work schedule, with the longest

workday on day 7. Note that the work period is 10 hrs followed by a 14 hr break period for the

first six consecutive workdays, an off-duty period that should provide adequate time to obtain a

sufficient sleep opportunity.

Schedule D.

HES

Though a 7 consecutive day work schedule, there is sufficient opportunity to meet sleep

need, create no acute sleep loss and therefore no cumulative sleep debt. Artificially introducing a

24 hr break as a recovery opportunity for a cumulative sleep debt into this schedule could

potentially have no effect on the physiological fatigue factors that are its intended objective.

The policy example is drawn from NASA policies regarding duty/rest limits. NASA

addresses scheduling factors in their agency-wide policy as well as center-specific policies for

three different centers including Kennedy Space Center, Langley Research Center and Marshall

Space Flight Center [26-29]. All of these policies establish the maximum number of consecutive

workdays as 7 days, with a 1-day off recovery period after the 7Th consecutive workday. In

contrast, the proposed NRC regulation would require a recovery period after the 6" consecutive

workday. The NASA policy intent is the same as the proposed NRC rule, to provide a recovery

period for any potential cumulative sleep debt. This example demonstrates that without specific

scientific data or guidance, the timing of the recovery "break" period is arbitrary. In fact, there

are benefits to schedule stability and work continuity that would suggest in some situations

extending the number of consecutive workdays would be a more useful approach. When

adequate rest periods are provided, the stability and continuity benefits would be greater than

the artificial introduction of a rest day.

iv. Recovery concept is scientifically supported - refine the approach. As portrayed in

the previous schedules and in the application of the 10 hr break period and work hour limits,

there are circumstances where no acute sleep loss or cumulative sleep debt would be expected.
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Conceptually, and supported by scientific data, in these situations individuals can show no

significant changes in performance for 14 consecutive days. However, as previously noted, night

work, day sleep or other scheduling factors can affect sleep, alertness, and performance. For

example, scientific data have clearly demonstrated that daytime sleep amounts are significantly

reduced compared to nighttime sleep amounts [30, 31]. Therefore, situations will exist where

individuals will not obtain sufficient sleep during their 10 hr break. This acute sleep loss, if

experienced over multiple days would create a cumulative sleep debt. Obviously, providing an

appropriate recovery opportunity to "zero out" any cumulative sleep debt is an important element

of a work hour policy.

Therefore, it is recommended that the NRC consider refining the approach used for

providing recovery opportunities that address potential cumulative sleep debt circumstances. For

example, there could be different approaches offered for situations known to be associated with

the potential for a cumulative sleep debt, such as working consecutive night shifts. Other

approaches might be offered for varying work period durations (8 vs 10 vs 12 hrs), in which

recovery sleep will vary depending on time of day (i.e., circadian factors). They also could be

based on the amount of break/off-duty time provided, which could be more directly connected to

potential acute sleep loss. Using a more refined approach, appropriate policies could be

developed for sufficient short-term recovery opportunities and evaluate how they are extended or

even needed for application to longer duration work periods (e.g., the 7 vs 14 day timeframe).

Recently, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME)

established new policies for medical resident duty hours [321. The new policies addressed many

of the same issues related to physiological fatigue factors that are identified in the proposed NRC

rule. One policy element involves providing "1 day in 7 free from all educational and clinical

responsibilities, averaged over a 4-week period" (Section VI. B. 3. of [32]). Again, the concept

of a recovery opportunity to address cumulative sleep loss and fatigue is applied but with a

refinement that provides flexibility to average the days over four weeks. There are potential

problems with this approach as well but it does represent an attempt to address the issue with

some flexibility and to tailor the recovery opportunities to the circumstances.

When considering refinements to the approach used for recovery opportunities, it also

provides the occasion to review the language used for the policy. For example, in the current
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proposed NRC rule it is unclear whether the 24 and 48 hrs off could be additive in a 14-day

period. That is, would an individual get 24 hrs off in a 7-day period and 48 hrs off in a 14-day

period, for a total of 72 hrs off in the 14-day period? The intent should be clarified in

explicit language.

Providing recovery opportunities for a potential cumulative sleep debt is an important

element of a work hour policy. The proposed NRC rule on this issue illustrates the significant

challenges of applying the available science to complex 24/7 operations. In its current form, the

proposed policy is arbitrary and artificially applied and may not lead to the intended outcomes.

However, refinements that tailor the policy to circumstances known to create an acute sleep loss

would target the situations that would benefit most from the recovery opportunities. These

refinements, based on scientific data, would further enhance the already strong policies proposed

in the NRC rule.

b. The use of group averages for work hour limits

The proposed NRC rule includes the use of a collective average for further work hour

controls [26.199(f)]. Specifically, this involves "a maximum collective average of 48 hours per

person per week" (p. 50617 of [1]). Also, the NRC stated its interest in "alternatives to the group

work hour controls," "such as individual work hour limits based on a longer term (e.g., monthly

or quarterly)" (p. 50617 of [1]).

The intent of the proposed NRC rule is to promote fitness for duty by addressing known

fatigue-related safety risks. It is critical to emphasize that individual operators are the ones at risk

for sleep and circadian disruption and the associated degradation in performance and alertness. It

is the individual operator's sleep need that must be met during the off-duty break period. The

fatigue-related safety risks in 24/7 operations are created by individuals with an acute sleep loss,

a cumulative sleep debt, an extended period of continuous wakefulness or working and sleeping

-at a circadian phase contrary to their natural biological programming. These are the physiological

fatigue factors addressed by the proposed NRC rule that will have the greatest effect on

minimizing the fatigue-related safety risks.

Straightforward mathematics shows that collective or group averages will not reflect the

risk contributed by individuals. Some individuals could be working maximum hour schedules,
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while others are working minimum hour schedules. Though the collective average would put the

work hour schedule in the middle, this would not reflect the differential risk associated with the

widely disparate individual schedules. This type of calculation and use of average work hours

could obscure potential fatigue-related safety risks contributed by individual operators.

In this case, it is recommended that the NRC eliminate the specific policies regarding

collective work hour limits, as they are not an effective means to address the known

physiological fatigue risks contributed by individual operators.

As stated in its request for alternatives, the NRC is interested in approaches that would

address cumulative fatigue, potentially in the form of individual work hour limits based on a

longer term (e.g., monthly or quarterly). This is a potentially important conceptual component of

an effective work hour policy. Unfortunately, it is also an example where the science regarding

fatigue, sleep and circadian rhythms has minimal data to contribute. It also should be noted that

other measures in the proposed rule (see section II.a) already address cumulative fatigue, and so

alternative approaches involving long-term individual work hour limits are not necessary.

In 1996, NASA published a Technical Memorandum (#110404) entitled, "Principles and

Guidelines for Duty and Rest Scheduling in Commercial Aviation." In the guidelines, it

specifically addressed cumulative (flight) duty periods (section 2.3.7) and summarized its

approach in the overview figure (Figure 1, p. 9 of [33]). It states: "There is not sufficient data to

provide specific guidance in this area (monthly, annual limitations); however, cumulative flight

duty period limitations should be adjusted downward over increasing time frames."

The state of the science has not changed since the NASA Technical Memorandum was

published and there remains insufficient data to guide the establishment of monthly or annual

individual work hour limitations. Therefore, the operational settings that have established such

limitations have used straightforward mathematical calculations, such as multiplying the weekly

limit by four to create a monthly limit and multiplying the monthly limit by 12 to create an

annual limit.

The established limitations that do exist vary widely across different industries and work

settings and further illustrate the artificial nature of the long-term limits. For example, the

ACGME, in establishing Resident Duty Hours, defined a 24-hour limit on a single continuous

duty and an 80-hour weekly limit, averaged over four weeks, with no explicit monthly or annual
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limits. However, the monthly and annual limits could be calculated from the short-term limits

(e.g., 320 hr limit for a month). In aviation, the FAA flight, duty and rest regulations define a

limit for flight time per month (e.g., 100 hrs for commercial Part 121 flight crew) and an annual

limit of 1,000 flight hours (14 CFR Part 121); though no explicit duty time limits are identified.

These examples demonstrate the inconsistency and artificial manner in which policies intended

to address fatigue-related safety risks have been established.

Therefore, using an individually based approach is conceptually a more sound mechanism

than the proposed collective group averages to reflect fatigue-related safety risks contributed by

individual operators. However, it will be difficult for the NRC to establish long-term limits that

have a scientific basis, given that no scientific data exist to develop those limitations.

III. Education and fatigue assessment

An alertness management approach to addressing fatigue in complex 24/7 operational

settings includes a variety of elements (see Section I.e), including education. The NRC proposal

includes education and fatigue assessment as complements to the explicit work hour policies that

are outlined. This represents a progressive and enlightened approach that acknowledges the

complexity of managing fatigue in the nuclear generating electric industry. Some brief comments

on these two elements will highlight their importance.

a. Education

Education is a critical foundation for addressing fatigue-related risks in 24/7 operational

settings. The NRC proposal extends beyond just requiring education to actually outlining

educational content examples of what should be included in these activities (26.29, 26.197 and

26.199). It goes on further to include not only training but also examination requirements to

ensure knowledge acquisition. The importance of establishing this knowledge base for

individuals and the organizations cannot be overstated. Education and training can have

pervasive effects on all aspects of an organization's operations as well as its personnel and

their families.

The NRC's charter to ensure safety requires that frontline operational personnel are the

regulatory focus for these types of education and training activities. However, all personnel
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would benefit from the type of educational information recommended in the NRC proposal. By

extending this to an organizational effort, there is an opportunity to affect system or culture

change regarding fatigue management.

b. Fatigue assessment

This is another element that complements the proposed work hour policies and represents

an innovative activity to address an often-overlooked issue. Fatigue assessments are outlined in

the NRC proposed rule (26.201) for use in specific situations and according to particular

procedures. An effective practice of fatigue assessments will add a significant dimension to

overall fatigue management activities and further extends efforts beyond just a work hour

limits policy.

It is recommended that the NRC further refine this innovative element prior to its

potential implementation. Some aspects are already well defined, such as situations where

fatigue assessments would be used and some of the procedures (e.g., done by properly trained

personnel, free of bias, and with privacy protections). However, the specific details of what will

be assessed, how the information is summarized and analyzed, and the interpretation of findings

require further development. For example, the role of observation to identify fatigue-related

behaviors can be useful when sleepiness is significant enough to cause overt behavioral change.

At other times, observable behavioral indicators may not reflect the underlying physiological

state. One approach that may be worthwhile to explore is how fatigue factors are examined in

accident investigations [34, 35]. This provides a structured approach to examining the known

physiological factors that underlie fatigue and could be extrapolated and tailored for use in the

context of the NRC proposed fatigue assessments. This can provide an objective, scientifically

grounded approach that is based on the known fatigue factors that can create safety risks in 24/7

operational settings.

V. Conclusions

The societal demand to operate around-the-clock has created fatigue-related safety risks

due to the physiological challenges that confront the human operators. Efforts have emerged to

directly address the fatigue engendered by 24/7 operations and optimize operators' fitness for
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duty. A central element of many such efforts involves policies that limit work hours and provide

off-duty rest and recovery opportunities. However, addressing fatigue through hours-of-service

(HOS) regulations is a complex and contentious endeavor. Very recently, the National

Transportation Safety Board reaffirmed the importance of updating the HOS for all

transportation modes by keeping fatigue and this task on its Most Wanted List [36].

Transportation is only one example of the many 24/7 operational settings that must contend with

this known safety challenge.

The NRC has acknowledged the importance of managing fatigue and its relevance as an

operational safety issue for almost 25 years. It is in this historical context that the NRC has now

proposed its most comprehensive rule to date to address fatigue through work hour policies,

education, and fatigue assessment. The proposed NRC rule has relied heavily on the available

scientific knowledge to craft specifics consistent with scientific findings, which are operationally

feasible and will be effective in managing the known risks associated with fatigue. Also, the

proposed NRC rule acknowledges the complexity of this issue by utilizing multiple approaches

to address fatigue. The significant advances represented by this proposed rule, and the

tremendous NRC efforts to constructively manage fatigue in the nuclear generating electric

industry are to be enthusiastically commended and appreciated.

Engaging in this process also clearly shows where a work hour limits policy and the

scientific data available to guide that policy are necessary but not sufficient to fully address the

complex factors related to fatigue. The central role for work hour limit policies, and the use of

scientific knowledge, must be balanced by appreciating their limitations as well. This document

attempts to provide a perspective that acknowledges the physiological factors that underlie

fatigue, the complex issues that represent challenges and barriers to effectively managing fatigue

and how a comprehensive approach offers great promise in efforts to effectively address

the safety risks.

Two specific aspects of the proposed NRC rule are examined in detail from a scientific

perspective while two are addressed from an implementation viewpoint. The 10 hr required

break and work hour limits are demonstrated to provide an effective means for obtaining

sufficient sleep. This eliminates or minimizes the potential for acute sleep loss and a cumulative

sleep debt. Therefore, while recovery opportunities remain an important element of managing
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fatigue in a work hour limits policy, an artificially applied time off (i.e., 24 hrs in 7 days) does

not translate into an effective mechanism for providing recovery. However, further refinement of

how recovery opportunities are applied to known vulnerabilities, such as cumulative sleep debt

situations, would enhance the NRC policies and increase their effectiveness to create the

intended outcome.

Also, using collective group averages of work hour limits obscures the risk associated with

individual operators and does not represent an effective fatigue management tool. The NRC's

interest in alternatives related to individual work hour limits provides a potentially useful

approach, though establishing scientifically based limits will be difficult. The method of using

long-term work hour limits does not necessarily control the variability of the individual fatigue

risk over time, and since cumulative fatigue is already addressed by other portions of the rule,

longer term individual work hour limits are not necessary.

The NRC also is to be commended for acknowledging the importance of education and

fatigue assessment as activities that will complement work hour limits policies. Further

refinement of these efforts will only enhance the effectiveness of the final rule in using multiple

approaches to address fatigue in 24/7 operations.

Overall, the NRC has proposed an innovative and progressive rule to address known

safety risks associated with fatigue. It is now confronted with the challenges and limitations of

policies and scientific knowledge to implement meaningful and effective actions. Serious

consideration of the issues raised and modifications that integrate the science with operational

factors offer the potential to enhance the final NRC rule.

Effectively managing fatigue in 24/7 operational settings is a shared responsibility among

corporations, operators, the NRC, and others. By refining and enhancing its final rule, the NRC

will be able to meet its responsibility to address fatigue-related safety risks in the nuclear

generating electric industry.
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